
T E R R A I N



1.   R IPPLE THE SK Y  (2016)       17:10
  performed by 
   Theo Bleckmann (voice)
   Leah Asher, Ashley Bathgate,  
   Meaghan Burke, Anne Leilehua Lanzilotti,  
   Marina Kifferstein (processed strings)
   Mellissa Hughes (pre-recorded voice)
  text by 
   Greg Brownderville

2.   E XP IAT ION  (2018)          17:14
  performed by
   Jodie Landau (voice) 
  text by
   Dora Malech
 

3.   T ERR A IN  (2020)           11:55
  performed by
   Theo Bleckmann (voice)
   Jodie Landau (voice) 
   Ashley Bathgate (cello)
  text by 
   Zach Savich

T ERR A IN



barefaced
     bewept 

   grave rain’d

       pray you  mark

crowflowers 
nettles
daisies  
long purples

             there’s rosemary
     that’s for surrender
and pansies
       that’s for thoughts

there’s fennel for you 
and columbines
and a daisy
and rue 

    I would give you violets
     but they withered all away

a-down a-down down 
  
  an’ you go a-down a-down

*     *     *

RIPPLE THE SK Y
Greg Brownderville



once 
  on a foreign street     I stumbled drunk among  
 the tears of many  mourners
           the black-wrapped strangers put 
their ears up to my   skull 
  to eavesdrop on my ghosts
         the whistling dead throughout me 
      trod on blue   
  and flowed through sand 
      I scolded my skull but
      its strains ran colder  and thinner 

when I 
  looked up I found  you in every fluttering  veil
butterflies flickered    
     out of your mouth and flew  toward mine

            the Dead Leaf
            the Red Admiral
            the Western White
            the Glass Wing    
            the Common Blue
            
     the Painted Lady
     the Purple Emperor
     the Neglected Eighty-Eight

I caught one and 
   smudged its lavender  dust across your eyelids 

*     *     *



white his shroud as the mountain’s snow
larded with sweet flowers
which bewept to the grave did go
with true-love showers

he is dead and gone lady
he is dead and gone
at his head a grass-green turf
at his heels a stone 

when you broke into shards of song
I cut my lips to kiss you
as if drugged with sleep you chanted
you moaned and you ranted riddles
 
but now your vase unchatters 
your body glistens bare above me  
you fold me in your calming blue
you dissolve me in your wings of melted glass
my bowed head a stone at your feet
I think you now I drink you

  only pray we never hear the  mark 
   pray the soundings     never nettle our thoughts
pray we never rise  shrouded in nets   

     do you also   hear a haunting

don’t you also hear an ’ey  non nonny

        don’t you also hear an   ’ey



I carved the air to make two doorways
Each hinge was a name I’d known
I split the lips of buried vessels
Left no marker and alone

I stirred pictures out of red dust
Then blew and bade each form forgive

I cleared a path through years of leavings 
Led back to a given hour 

As a rope I stretched myself
I could feel steady breath at both ends
What passed through me was bound to me
I cut a part for no mouth
The yield lit by a bright word
Each question was answered in ash

Viscera told time in stories
Time told stories of its own

The minutes weren’t mine to keep
I slept the sleep of the certain

Night pressed its lines in my skin
A tally of the parts I still owed
Older hinges were held by red rust 
I cried to pry them open
I called for affirmation
Each question was answered in ache

E XPIAT ION
Dora Malech



A net cast over sunset
Limbs bound beyond hold    a law upheld
Skin stitched itself with a sharpened word

Last word’s consolation 
Grafted to the sky    the open eye
Met and held up at each beginning

And the bandage unwound as I walked backwards 
The sun flashed its signal off a sharpened edge 

A flag given to the wind 
Reduced to one thread     a fine line over 
Stone set on stone on shaking stone 

Note tucked under the tongue 
All bled together  all bled to one  bled into one   
Breath is bound to its beginning 
  
And the bandage unwound as I walked backwards 
The sun flashed its signal off a sharpened edge 
The wound unbound wept beyond consolation 

A day turned toward its center 
Wielding the night’s tremor     night yielding me
A knife a neck a day again 

Day turned inside outward 
I took my meantime  it took my eyes  my eyes mistook me  
Each night proffering its throats   



And the bandage unwound as I walked backwards 
The sun flashed its signal off a sharpened edge 
The wound unbound wept beyond consolation 
The moths nursed the slash leaving nectar 

A loose tourniquet a lost truth 
A vain etiquette a false choice
A loose grip and a blade bade
    A lost cause in motion 
Tracing margins with no center  
    All hollowed to vow
    All given to air 
    Led to the   edge
    Bleeding the void

*     *     *

The old rush arrives pounding present over
Each stream conscripted forgets it dreamed other ends
The least current can’t escape past pressure
Slim passages pry themselves to a vast horizon

The new vow rips loose from its anchor
The last bend bursts beneath the pressure
And each tongue troubles its dark canker
As another vein opens in voice



The wax sweats
Insects rest in bells
The stained glass seeds split
The veil is one thread its line lapped
Feathers in the barbed wire soften it

Have you stood with mouth open to cool
Has the new moss lifted
Did ice start inside the chestnuts
Have you sipped from your hands with your head in the stream
 
Have you felt the bones get soft
   (the stained glass seeds split)
Have you seen the dust lean down
   (a nest of wet newsprint grows pale)
Has a votive petal frayed
   (have you seen the dust lean down)
Have the preserved flowers swept the threshold
   (has the new moss lifted)

I pressed against the brick
I wove a grass raft and waited
   (feathers in the barbed wire soften it)
I skinned the aloe with a wooden blade 
   (it burns a hole in the eye)
and grew warm in the pollen fountain
   (you can see through)

TERR AIN
Zach Savich



The flash collapses ’til it’s focused light
The aperture nears and starts to seize and sigh

You move with candles in a floating sea
And hold the passing by a folded breeze

Have you watched a robin in a small hat
Have you spun a shell on a pile of ferns 
   (I marked the page with a breath)
Have you stared beneath the moss
   (I spoke away the quiet way)
Have you sewn seven fruits to a single bough
   (I skinned the aloe with a wooden blade)
Did the sinking envelope fill with rain 
   (I had to tell you a desert gleamed)
Did anchors open into cactus beams
   (I folded snow into snow into snow and carried it)
Have you felt the bones get soft 
   (I stepped in mud near a crouching flock)
Have you seen the dust lean down
   (I saw seven fruits on a single bough)
Did you push gourds back to the garden
   (I figured nothing is farther from earth than  
   farther on earth)
And set down the open leaves
   (I grew warm in the pollen fountain)

The flash collapses ’til it’s focused light
The aperture nears and starts to seize and sigh

You move with candles in a floating sea
And hold the passing by a folded breeze

A terrain of stay and momently



  As one incapable of her own distress
  Or like a creature native and endued
  Unto that element.

 —Gertrude, Queen of Denmark
  William Shakespeare’s Hamlet (Act IV, Scene 7)
 
The last time we see Ophelia on stage, her madness is 
evident: she hands out flowers with haphazard determina-
tion, and sings snippets of folk tunes as they pop into her 
head. Later, through Gertrude, Queen of Denmark, we 
learn about Ophelia’s infamous fall. The Queen recounts 
how Ophelia climbed out on the frail branches of a tree, but 
they could not hold her weight, just as she could no longer 
hold the heaviness of her depression; how she clutched her 
wilted flowers close as she descended into the brook, and 
continued to chant “snatches of old tunes” until she was 
overcome by the water.

Composer Robert Schumann’s Herzeleid (1851) from Sechs 
Gesänge (Op. 107) uses text by Titus Ullrich drawn directly 
from Gertrude’s description of Ophelia’s demise. It is quite 
possible that Schumann, who at the time was struggling 
with his own mental deterioration and aural hallucinations, 
felt a personal connection with Ophelia—indeed, three 
years after composing Herzelied, he tried to drown himself 
in the Rhine.   
 
A week after his suicide attempt, the composer checked 
himself into a mental institution, knowing he could no 
longer handle his own distress. Just before his coach arrived 

R IPPL E  T HE  SK Y 



to take him away, his wife Clara handed him a bouquet of 
flowers. As Cooper describes:
 

[Schumann] absentmindedly clutched the flowers 
for a long time before suddenly smelling them 
and smiling. Soon after the departure, he handed 
out flowers to each person in his carriage, like his 
beloved Ophelia, and ensured that one was sent 
back to Clara as well.

 
Ripple the Sky is inspired by the intersection of these 
events and stories. Working closely with Cooper, librettist 
Greg Brownderville developed a text informed both by 
Schumann’s own writings—wandering drunk, admiring 
flowers and butterflies, making lists to try to convince 
himself of his sanity—and by Ophelia’s lines from Hamlet 
as she stumbled into madness. 
 
In Cooper’s piece, we are thrown into Schumann’s 
mind as he decides to drown himself. Theo Bleckmann’s 
velvety voice acts as petals slowly being scattered into the 
waterscape of the eight processed strings, while panicked 
string scratches and Ophelia’s “snatches of old tunes” 
represent the aural hallucinations that ultimately overcome 
Schumann. Pressing up against his own darkness, he steps 
into the Rhine, suddenly silent underwater.



E X P I AT ION Vulnerability and self-reflection tremble in the processed 
voices of Expiation. Dora Malech’s text details an 
individual’s ritualistic attempt to atone for the slaughter 
of animals. As the narrator atones, they also make many 
missteps, their acts of repentance continuing to unravel. 
Over time, the narrator begins to view animal slaughter 
as a self-inflicted wound.
 
Expiation was commissioned by and written for vocalist 
Jodie Landau, but is part of a larger collaboration 
between Cooper and Malech: a vocal-theater piece 
entitled Threnos (for the Throat). “Animal death is 
something we don’t really give ourselves time to think 
about,” Cooper explains, “so the goal of Expiation—and 
Threnos as a whole—is to allow space and time for such 
reflection.” He further describes Threnos’s subtitle, “We 
recognized that the throat is the origin of the voice, but 
also that animals are commonly slaughtered by a knife 
to the throat—so the throat is a focal-point of not only 
language and song, but also vulnerability.”
 
Expiation’s narrator comes back again and again to 
bleeding, bandaging, breathing, trying to go over the 
ritual action in their mind to understand this violence. 
The piece asks, how do we deal with the wounds we 
inflict on others, and do these wounds return to us?



Uniting both vocalists from the previous works with 
Ashley Bathgate’s gorgeous cello playing, Terrain ties the 
album together in both sonic landscape and musical sense 
of time. Cooper describes the piece as “trying to find a 
sense of the infinite among discrete fleeting images.” Each 
image in Zach Savich’s text is about striving to hold on 
to brief moments that make up the terrain of life. As with 
the previous two works, Cooper worked closely with the 
poet to develop the text as he composed the music.
 
Cooper’s works often bring together what he calls “the 
instantaneous and the infinite,” with brusque interjections 
appearing over a bed of slowly changing textures. In 
Terrain, noisy gestures and fragments of simple melodies 
are scattered above an “infinite” drone and a varied loop 
of cello arpeggios.

While Ripple the Sky and Expiation focus on the 
choice to sit with life’s difficult experiences, this closing 
piece addresses the effort to stay in the beautiful ones. 
Ultimately, the album is a prolonged meditation on life’s 
fleeting moments, exploring the seemingly small choices 
that define us.

—Anne Leilehua Lanzilotti

T ERR A IN



Composed, produced, and recorded by Jacob Cooper  
in Philadelphia, PA

Mixed by Nick Tipp at Soniferous studio in Los Angeles, CA

Mastered by Joe Lambert Mastering in Jersey City, NJ
 
Album design by Laura Grey and Molly Haig

All music published by Dig You Might Publishing  
(ASCAP)

Ripple The Sky was commissioned by the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic Association and premiered at Disney Hall 
under the direction of John Adams. 

Expiation was commissioned by Jodie Landau and was 
composed in large part at a Ucross Foundation residency  
in Wyoming. Guitar playing by James Moore.    
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Hannah Chodos, Adam Budron, Chad Smith,  
Nate Bachhuber, John Adams, Deborah O’Grady,  
West Chester University, Valgeir Sigurðsson and  
Greenhouse Studios, Sleeping Giant, Joanna Dolgin,  
Ari Kahn, and Claudia De Palma




